
Concise Guide For Flying Star Crest And
Small Way Skydives

Have you ever dreamt about experiencing the breathtaking thrill of skydiving? If
the answer is yes, then you're in for a treat! In this concise guide, we will explore
the world of flying star crest and small way skydives, two popular variations of
skydiving that are guaranteed to give you an unforgettable adrenaline rush.
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Flying Star Crest Skydives

Flying star crest skydives are a unique form of skydiving that involves multiple
jumpers creating intricate, visually stunning formations mid-air. These formations,
often resembling star shapes, are meticulously planned and executed with
precision and skill. So, how do you prepare for a flying star crest skydive?
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1. Find an Experienced Instructor

As with any skydiving experience, finding an experienced instructor is key. Look
for someone who has expertise in flying star crest skydives and can guide you
through the process safely.

2. Master Basic Skydiving Skills

Before attempting a flying star crest skydive, it's crucial to have a strong
foundation in basic skydiving skills. Being comfortable with freefall maneuvers
and body positions will make your experience more enjoyable.
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3. Understand Formation Techniques

Study and understand the various formation techniques utilized in flying star crest
skydives. These can range from simple formations to complex ones that require
precise timing and coordination.

4. Practice Communication

Clear communication among all jumpers is essential for a successful flying star
crest skydive. Practice using hand signals and gestures to ensure effective
coordination during the jump.

5. Enjoy the Experience

Once you've mastered the necessary skills and techniques, it's time to enjoy the
breathtaking experience of a flying star crest skydive. Feel the rush of adrenaline
as you become part of an awe-inspiring formation in the sky!

Small Way Skydives

If you prefer a more intimate skydiving experience with a smaller group of
jumpers, small way skydives might be perfect for you. These skydives typically
involve two to four jumpers who work together to create visually appealing
formations in the sky.

1. Gather a Small Group

To embark on a small way skydive, gather a small group of like-minded skydivers
who share the same passion for this unique form of skydiving. Working together
as a tight-knit team enhances the overall experience.

2. Plan Skydives in Advance



Coordinate and plan your small way skydives in advance to ensure everyone's
availability. This allows you to focus solely on the jumps without any last-minute
logistical issues.

3. Explore Formation Possibilities

Small way skydives offer endless formation possibilities. Experiment and explore
different formations to make each skydive exciting and challenging.

4. Improve Communication and Teamwork

Clear communication and strong teamwork are vital for small way skydives.
Practice effective communication skills and build a rapport with your fellow
jumpers, ensuring seamless coordination during every skydive.

5. Cherish the Memories

Small way skydives create lasting memories and strong bonds among the
jumpers. Cherish each skydive and the unique experiences shared with your
fellow adventurers.

In

Skydiving is an exhilarating adventure that allows you to experience the thrill of
flying and defying gravity. Whether you choose a flying star crest skydive or a
small way skydive, the key is to follow safety protocols, work with experienced
instructors, and enjoy the incredible sensation of freefalling through the sky. So,
are you ready to take the plunge and embark on an unforgettable skydiving
journey?
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The Star Crest Jump Start is a concise guide for flying Star Crest and small-way
skydives with 6 to 16 jumpers. Small-way formations range from quick and simple
speed-stars, to organized Star Crest Recipient (SCR) jumps, to free-fly and
hybrid formations such as vertical Star Crest Recipient (vSCR) jumps.
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